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Recent advances in rice blast effector research
Barbara Valent and Chang Hyun Khang
To cause rice blast disease, the fungus Magnaporthe oryzae

produces biotrophic invasive hyphae that secrete effectors at

the host–pathogen interface. Effectors facilitate disease

development, but some (avirulence effectors) also trigger the

host’s resistance gene-mediated hypersensitive response and

block disease. The number of cloned M. oryzae avirulence

effector genes has recently doubled, largely based on

resequencing with a Japanese field isolate and association of

avirulence activity with presence/absence polymorphisms in

novel genes for secreted proteins. Effectors secreted by

hyphae in rice cells accumulate in biotrophic interfacial

complexes, and this property correlates with their translocation

across plasma membrane into the rice cytoplasm. Interestingly,

the translocated effectors moved into surrounding uninvaded

cells, suggesting that effectors prepare host cells before the

fungus enters them.
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Introduction
The filamentous ascomycetous fungus Magnaporthe oryzae
(previously M. grisea) includes the Oryza population

responsible for the most important disease of rice (Oryza
sativa), as well as distinct populations adapted for infect-

ing other agricultural crops such as wheat (Triticum aes-
tivum) [1,2]. Through many centuries of rice cultivation,

the global Oryza population has evolved in response to the

regional histories of rice cultivar deployment in diverse

rice-growing regions [3]. The result is a complex popu-

lation structure with hundreds of races, which differ in

content of avirulence (AVR) effectors that trigger hyper-

sensitive resistance (HR) in varieties with corresponding

resistance (R) genes. In rice,�85 blast R genes have been

identified so far [4��], but individual R genes lose effec-

tiveness within one to two years after they are deployed in

the field, because of the high levels of AVR effector
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variability in the fungus. Wheat blast caused by Triticum
isolates is a recently emerged disease, first reported in

Brazil in 1985 [5]. Although wheat blast is currently

restricted to South America, it now looms as a major threat

to global wheat production. With the identification of AVR-

like genes preventing wheat blast and of the first wheat

blast R genes [6��], it is reasonable to predict that wheat

blast will show AVR effector evolution as in rice blast.

This review is focused on blast AVR effector biology and

on putative effectors in the complex M. oryzae secretome.

Recent reviews cover the 13 blast R genes and 2 QTLs

that have been cloned [7�], and current understanding of

the mechanisms of M. oryzae pathogenesis [8,9], including

recent insight on the critical role for autophagy during

pathogenicity-related development [10].

A novel AVR gene expressed during
appressorial penetration
Two properties of the ACE1 gene, which confers AVR

toward rice containing the R gene Pi33, make it unique

among known eukaryotic AVR genes. First, ACE1 encodes

a 4035-amino acid cytoplasmic enzyme, a hybrid polyke-

tide synthase–nonribosomal peptide synthetase (PKS–
NRPS). ACE1 probably functions in the biosynthesis of

a small molecule (secondary metabolite) that is the actual

effector recognized by the Pi33 gene product [11]. Second,

ACE1 expression is tightly coupled to the onset of appres-

sorium-mediated penetration of the host cuticle (a narrow

peak of expression �17 hours post-inoculation, hpi) [12].

Recently, it has been reported that ACE1 is located in a

secondary metabolism-related cluster of 15 coordinately

regulated genes [13��]. This gene cluster contains a second

PKS–NRPS gene, SYN2, and other genes potentially

encoding enzymes that modify the secondary metabolite

precursors produced by the ACE1 and SYN2 enzymes.

Functional analysis of these genes has proven difficult.

After repeated attempts, knockout mutants were only

obtained for SYN2 and one other gene, and these mutants

were still fully virulent on rice lacking Pi33 and still AVR on

rice with Pi33. However, the AVR activity of ACE1 and the

exquisitely timed expression of the ACE1 gene cluster

suggest a role during appressorial penetration. The M.
oryzae genome is highly enriched in secondary metabolism

genes (with the highest number of PKS–NRPS genes in

any fungus) [14], which suggests that other secondary

metabolites may function as AVR effectors.

Secretion of AVR effector proteins by
intracellular invasive hyphae
Ease of M. oryzae genetic transformation and of in planta
live-cell imaging of blast biotrophic invasive hyphae (IH)
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growing in rice sheath cells [15,16] has enabled direct

observation of transgenic IH secreting AVR effector

proteins linked to green (GFP) or red (mRFP) fluorescent

proteins [17��,18��]. When fluorescently labeled effectors

AVR-Pita1 [19�,20], PWL1 [21], and PWL2 [22] were

expressed using their native promoters, they preferen-

tially accumulated in the biotrophic interfacial complex

(BIC), a novel interfacial structure associated with the

first hyphal cells to invade the host cell (see Figure 1a–e).

Using the effector promoter, the signal peptide-encoding

sequence was interchangeable with the entire effector

coding sequence in mediating GFP localization in BICs
Figure 1

Development of the biotrophic interfacial complex (BIC) and effector traffick

conidium germinates and produces a pressurized appressorium to mechanic

and then bulbous invasive hyphae (IH) invade living rice cells while separate

apoplast) by plant-derived extrainvasive-hyphal membrane (EIHM) [15]. In fu

invaded cells eventually die as they fill with fungus. Schematic diagrams, no

expressing effector proteins (or BAS1) fused to red fluorescent protein (mRF

(22–25 hpi), a filamentous PH secretes chimeric effector:mRFP (red rings), w

BAS4:GFP (green squares) is secreted and retained in the EIHM compartme

showed dynamic accumulations near the BIC, and these accumulations were

30 hpi, the PH differentiates into bulbous IH, which exhibit pseudohyphal gr

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching experiments showed that fluores

in the cell. Two BIC-localized secreted proteins, PWL2 and BAS1 (red rings

invaded cell [17��], and both moved into adjacent uninvaded neighbors. In c

but was not translocated to the host cytoplasm. It has been hypothesized,

[17��]. (c) To move into neighbor cells at 36–40 hpi, IH swell slightly, form hig

and then enlarge again into IH. The two stages of BIC development (red do

confocal projection image shows an IH (at 30 hpi) expressing BAS4:GFP, an

had been engineered with a C-terminal viral nuclear localization signal (NLS)

(arrow). Observation of translocated PWL2 in invaded cells and in uninvade

(arrowheads) with the added NLS. Scale bar = 10 mm. (e) IH transformed to

second-invaded cell at 36 hpi. BAS2:mRFP fusion protein accumulated in BIC

(Image courtesy of MC Giraldo.) Scale bar = 10 mm.
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[17��]. It is currently unknown if preferential BIC

accumulation involves differential effector gene expres-

sion, a specialized secretion mechanism, or both. It is also

possible that 50 mRNA sequences play a role in BIC

targeting.

Mutational analysis of effector secretion mechanisms is a

relatively new area in blast research. Knockout mutants

lacking the LHS1 gene, which encodes an ER chaperone

functioning in protein secretion, were severely impaired

in biotrophic invasion, but they showed only minor

growth defects on artificial medium [23��], underscoring
ing during biotrophic invasion of rice cells. (a–c) On the rice surface, a

ally breach the host cuticle and epidermal cell wall. Primary hyphae (PH)

d from the host cytoplasm (symplast) and extracellular space (bulk

lly susceptible interactions, IH successively invade living host cells, but

t drawn to scale, depict sheath cell invasion by transgenic fungal strains

P) and BAS4 protein fused to green fluorescent protein (GFP). (a) Initially

hich preferentially accumulates in the BIC at the hyphal tip (red dome).

nt surrounding the PH (green solid line) [18��]. Rice cytoplasm (blue)

often tethered to cytoplasm beneath the penetration site [17��]. (b) At 26–

owth, and the BIC (red dome) is left behind beside the first IH cell.

cent PWL2 continued to be secreted into side BICs as IH grew elsewhere

in panels a–c) were shown to be translocated to the cytoplasm of the

ontrast, GFP-labeled BAS4 protein outlined the subsequently formed IH,

but not proven, that BICs mediate effector translocation into host cells

hly constricted pegs to cross the cell wall, initially grow as filamentous IH

mes) are repeated for each hypha that enters a living host cell. (d) This

d effector PWL2 fused to mCherry (red, a brighter variant of mRFP) that

. Fluorescently labeled PWL2 (red) preferentially accumulated in the BIC

d neighbors was facilitated by experimentally targeting it to host nuclei

express BAS2:mRFP (red) were imaged after they had moved into a

s (arrows) and at cell wall crossing points (arrowheads, purple in panel c).
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the importance of secreted proteins for disease develop-

ment. The lhs1� mutants also failed to accumulate effec-

tors in BICs, and to develop Pita-mediated HR,

confirming that AVR effectors enter the classical ER

pathway for secretion. A previous study of mutants lack-

ing the APT2 gene, encoding a Golgi-localized P-type

ATPase, indicated that effectors might be secreted

through an exocytotic pathway that is specific to plant

infection [24]. Together, these studies suggest that the

effector secretion pathway diverges after entry into the

ER. Many interesting questions remain on in planta
effector secretion in rice blast disease.

Characterization of new AVR effectors
Four blast AVR effectors have been described in the last

year (Table 1). AvrPiz-t was identified by map-based

cloning [25��], and the others were identified by associ-

ation mapping. After failing to find AVR candidates

among 1032 putative secreted proteins from sequenced

M. oryzae strain 70-15 [26], Yoshida et al. [27��] rese-

quenced Ina168, a Japanese rice isolate with nine AVR
genes. Amazingly, 1.68 Mb of Ina168 genome sequence

failed to align with the 70–15 genome, including

sequences encoding 316 small putative secreted (PEX)
Table 1

Properties of proteinaceous blast AVR effectors and BAS proteins

Gene namea R gene aa (cys)b Alleles or related ge

(AVR activity

PWL2

(MGG_04301.6;

MGG_13863.6)

Unknown 145 (2) Gene family: PWL1 (+

PWL4 (�); MGG_0739

AVR-Pita1

(MGG_15370.6)

Pita (cloned) 224 (9) Gene family: AVR-Pita

AVR-Pita3 (�); MGG_

other genes

AVR1-CO39 PiCO39(t) 89 (3) None

AvrPiz-t Piz-t (cloned) 108 (5) None

AVR-Pia Pia 85 (2) None

AVR-Pii Pii 70 (3) XP_366338.2, XP_001

XP_364190.1

AVR-Pik/km/kp Pikm (cloned) 113 (3) Five alleles (A–E)

BAS1

(MGG_04795.6)

Unknown 115 (0) None

BAS2

(MGG_09693.6)

Unknown 102 (6) MGG_07969.6, MGG_

BAS3

(MGG_11610.6)

Unknown 113 (10) None

BAS4

(MGG_10914.6)

Unknown 102 (8) MGG_02154.6

a MGG_numbers are from the genome sequence release 6 (http://www.bro
b Number of amino acids (aa) and cysteine (cys) residues in the predicted pro

residues and thus differ from many known apoplastic effectors that conta
c Only M. oryzae genes/proteins are listed. MGG_ or XP_numbers were ide

(http://www.broadinstitute.org/annotation/genome/magnaporthe_grisea/Bl

value < 0.02; [27��]), respectively. BLAST searches of NCBI protein databas

in Verticillium albo-atrum (E-value = 5e�12) and many other fungi, and to BA

Presence (+) or absence (�) of AVR activity is indicated.
d ‘Functions in host cytoplasm’ indicates that transient (and sometimes con

the corresponding R gene [27��,32]. ‘Translocated to host cytoplasm’ indicat

signs indicate the lack of experimental evidence.
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proteins. Associations between particular PEX genes and

AVR phenotypes identified AVR-Pia, AVR-Pii, and AVR-
Pik/km/kp [27��]. Independently, Miki et al. [28��] cloned

AVR-Pia by the identification of sequences that had been

deleted in a spontaneous avr-pia� mutant lacking AVR

activity.

The four new effectors (Table 1) continue the theme that

most effectors are small novel secreted proteins generally

lacking homology to known proteins [29–31]. It has been

difficult to establish virulence functions for blast effectors

because knockout mutants fail to show phenotypes.

However, AvrPiz-t suppresses BAX-mediated programed

cell death in tobacco leaves, suggesting that it functions in

blocking plant immunity [25��]. As with AVR-Pita1 [32],

expression of AVR-Pia, AVR-Pii, and AVR-Pik/km/kp in

rice with the cognate R gene suggests they function after

translocation into the rice cytoplasm [27��]. AVR-Pik/km/
kp is interesting because it confers AVR activity toward

three R genes (Pik, Pikm, and Pikp), and Pikm is one of two

blast R genes requiring two linked NBS-LRR genes for

activity [7�,33�]. The AVR-Pii protein stands out in hav-

ing two motifs that are both conserved in three other

predicted M. oryzae proteins [27��]. The LxAR motif
nes/proteins

+/�)c
Motifs/function/localizationd Reference

), PWL3 (�),

8.6

–/–/BIC, translocated to host

cytoplasm

[17��,21,22]

2 (+),

14981.6 and 6

Zinc-metalloprotease motif/–/BIC,

functions in host cytoplasm

[17��,19�,32]

–/–/– [39]

LxAR/suppresses Bax-PCD/– [25��,47]

–/–/functions in host cytoplasm [27��,28��]

407225.1, (LI)xAR[SE][DSE] and

[RK]CxxCx12H/–/

functions in host cytoplasm

[27��]

–/–/functions in host cytoplasm [27��,33�,48]

–/–/BIC, translocated to host

cytoplasm

[17��,18��]

07749.6, –/–/BIC, cell wall crossing points [18��]

–/–/BIC, cell wall crossing points [18��]

–/–/EIHM matrix [17��,18��]

ad.mit.edu/annotation/genome/magnaporthe_grisea/MultiHome.html).

tein are listed. Most of the known blast AVR effectors are low in cysteine

in two or more pairs of cysteines that could form disulfide bonds.

ntified by BLAST searches of the Magnaporthe grisea protein database

ast.html?sp=Sblastp; E-value < 1e�3) or NCBI protein database (E-

e identified proteins related to the predicted mature AVR-Pita1 protease

S2 in Pyrenophora tritici-repentis (E-value = 6e�21) and nine other fungi.

ditional stable) expression in the host cytoplasm induced HR in rice with

es direct microscopic observation in the host cytoplasm [17��]. Minus (�)
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([LI]xAR[SE][DSE]) is also loosely conserved in

AvrPiz-t and other effectors, and has been suggested as

a translocation motif based on sequence comparisons

([7�], B Zhou, unpublished data). The second motif

([RK]CxxCxxxxxxxxxxxxH) in AVR-Pii, shared by 15

candidate effectors, resembles a C2H2 zinc finger motif

involved in protein–protein interactions. Perhaps AVR-

Pii and related proteins interact directly with host targets.

Genetic variation of blast AVR genes
All cloned blast AVR genes are closely associated with

diverse repeated sequences, including active transposa-

ble elements (TEs), and among the >40 mapped and

cloned AVR genes, several appear to be located near

telomeres [20,27��,34]. Subtelomeric AVR-Pita1 under-

goes frequent mutational events leading to loss of aviru-

lence. During subculture on artificial medium, AVR-Pita1
undergoes spontaneous deletions, nucleotide substi-

tutions, and inactivation by TE insertions, and similar

events are recovered from the field [20,35,36]. Studying a

set of 21 field isolates, AVR-Pita1 showed by far the

highest levels of nucleotide diversity among 1032

secreted proteins [27��]. Field isolates also show copy

number polymorphisms of AVR-Pita1, with individual

strains containing zero to three copies. AVR-Pita1, cloned

from an Oryza isolate, defines a gene family together with

AVR-Pita2 and AVR-Pita3, which are distributed across

the host species-specialized populations [19�]. The avr-
pita1� and AVR-Pita3 alleles lacking AVR activity contain

protease motifs, suggesting loss of recognition without

loss of virulence function [19�,36]. Only rare rice patho-

gens lack all three family members. These results are

consistent with the AVR-Pita genes playing a still

unknown role during biotrophic invasion.

Among the newly cloned genes, AVR-Pik/km/kp showed

presence/absence polymorphisms as well as an excess of

nonsynonymous nucleotide substitutions characteristic of

positive selection [27��]. This AVR gene occurs as five

alleles collectively differing by five nonsynonymous poly-

morphic sites, and the D allele has AVR activity. So far,

AVR-Pia and AVR-Pii (appears subtelomeric in two differ-

ent studies) show only gain/loss mutations [27��]. Alleles

of AvrPiz-t that lacked AVR function had either insertion

of a TE, as observed for some non-AVR-conferring AVR-
Pita1 and ACE1 alleles [35–37], or a single nonsynon-

ymous nucleotide substitution [25��]. Clearly, repetitive

sequences in M. oryzae contribute to rapid evolution of

host specificity by diverse mutational events, which poses

a challenge in achieving durable blast resistance.

Effectors and host species specificity within
M. oryzae
Effectors are also involved in determining M. oryzae host

species specificity. The first cloned AVR effector, PWL2
(Table 1), prevents M. oryzae strains from infecting weep-

ing lovegrass (Eragrostis curvula) [21,22]. PWL2 from
www.sciencedirect.com
Oryza isolates forms a gene family together with AVR
allele PWL1 (78% nucleotide identity with PWL2) and the

non-AVR alleles PWL3 (63% nucleotide identity) from

Eleusine isolates (infecting finger millet, Eleusine coracana),

and PWL4 (65% nucleotide identity) from Eragrostis
isolates [21]. AVR1-CO39, which functions as an AVR gene

in rice (Table 1), is broadly present in M. oryzae populations

adapted to other host species. This gene appears to have

been gained by the ancestral M. oryzae isolate, and then

lost from the Oryza population, apparently due to a

TE-mediated deletion event [38–40].

Tosa et al. [41] have identified several AVR effector-like

genes that control host species specificity. For example,

five genes independently block infection of wheat: PWT1
and PWT2 from closely related Oryza and Setaria isolates

(infecting foxtail millet, Setaria italica); PWT3 and PWT4
from Avena isolates (infecting oat, Avena sativa); and

PWT5 from Oryza isolates [41]. Differentiation of host

species-adapted strains by AVR effector genes is consist-

ent with cytological investigations showing that nona-

dapted strains often induce post-penetration HR-like

responses that are characteristic of effector-induced HR

in incompatible interactions of adapted strains

[42�,43,44�]. The results suggest that host shifts, and

emergence of new diseases like wheat blast, could result

from loss of a small number of AVR genes.

An abundance of putative secreted blast
fungal proteins
The predicted M. oryzae secretome has ranged from 7%

(739 putative secreted proteins) of all predicted proteins

in the original analysis [26] to 12% (1546 putative secreted

proteins) after reanalysis using a different prediction

regime [45��]. Recognizing that different prediction

algorithms result in different candidates, Choi et al.
[46��] developed a secreted protein prediction pipeline

that incorporates results from nine different programs.

They reported 2470 M. oryzae candidate secreted

proteins, 22% of the predicted proteome. As an additional

complication, the minimum length threshold for pre-

dicted proteins is critical for identifying effector candi-

dates. To identify Ina168 effector candidates, Yoshida

et al. [27��] used a minimum length threshold of >50

amino acids (aa) (compared to a threshold of >100 aa in

other studies). Indeed, AVR-Pia (85 aa) and AVR-Pii (70

aa) would not have been identified with the higher

threshold (Table 1). Clearly, the M. oryzae secretome

is complex and provides enormous challenges for

sorting through putative secreted proteins to identify real

effectors.

A common characteristic of effectors across diverse patho-

systems is that they have evolved at accelerated rates

compared to most genes in the genome, presumably due

to a coevolutionary arms race between the pathogen and

its host [29–31]. Most M. oryzae secreted protein genes fail
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2010, 13:434–441
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to show signs of positive selection [27��]. EcoTilling

experiments to detect nucleotide polymorphisms for

1032 predicted secreted protein genes using 46 diverse

Oryza isolates showed that only 22% contained nucleotide

substitutions. PCR-detected presence/absence poly-

morphisms were more common (38% were polymorphic

among 21 isolates). Although the targeted AVR effectors

were not present in this set of genes, AVR-Pita1, included

as a control, showed the expected high levels of nucleo-

tide substitutions and presence/absence polymorphism

[27��]. This study showed that most predicted secreted

proteins are conserved in Oryza strains, and that extensive

polymorphisms remain a good predictor of AVR effectors.

By another criterion, biotrophic invasion-specific expres-

sion, novel secreted proteins predicted in the 70-15

genome sequence are strong effector candidates. Using

a simple procedure to purify rice sheath tissue with IH

growing in first-invaded epidermal cells, Mosquera et al.
[18��] identified many secreted protein genes that are

expressed during biotrophic invasion but not during

culture in vitro. Four of these, named biotrophy-associ-

ated secreted (BAS) proteins one to four, were expressed

in fungal transformants as fluorescent fusion proteins and

confirmed to be specifically expressed and secreted

during biotrophic invasion of rice cells. Knockout mutants

for each failed to identify a phenotype, but detailed in
vivo secretion analyses showed distinct localization pat-

terns that provided clues to their functions ([18��]; MC

Giraldo et al., unpublished data). BAS1 showed prefer-

ential BIC accumulation characteristic of known AVR

effectors, as well as translocation into the rice cytoplasm

(see below). This protein might function similarly to AVR

effectors. BAS2 (Figure 1e) and BAS3 accumulated in

BICs and localized at the rice cell wall where IH had

crossed into neighboring cells, perhaps providing clues as

to how the fungus might seek out and use pit fields

(clusters of plasmodesmata) for moving into neighbor

cells [15]. BAS4 is a potential matrix protein accumulating

between the extrainvasive-hyphal membrane (EIHM)

and the IH cell wall. Assuming the BAS proteins are

effectors, these studies support the suggestion that not all

effectors target the host immune response [30]. Instead

some may be involved in altering plant components

required for biotrophic invasion.

Effector translocation and cell-to-cell
movement
When fungal transformants secreted fluorescent PWL2

and BAS1 fusion proteins during epidermal cell invasion,

these fluorescent proteins were observed in BICs and in

the rice cytoplasm, demonstrating translocation across the

host plasma membrane (Figure 1) [17��]. In the same

experiments, the BAS4 putative matrix protein was

observed surrounding the IH in the EIHM compartment,

and was not translocated to the host cytoplasm. The

translocated cytoplasmic fluorescence was faint, especi-
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2010, 13:434–441
ally compared to fluorescence that had accumulated in

the BIC. Observation of translocated fluorescent effectors

was facilitated by shrinking the rice cytoplasm away from

the cell wall through plasmolysis, or by experimentally

targeting the effectors to host nuclei (Figure 1d). A

sensitive in vivo translocation assay [17��] is now available

to facilitate studies of translocation mechanisms and

identification of effector properties that enable transloca-

tion. In particular, the translocation assay will enable

mutational analyses of putative translocation motifs, such

as LxAR [7�]. Identification of a blast effector transloca-

tion motif might allow genome database searches for

additional effector candidates, as demonstrated for

oomycete systems based on the conserved oomycete

amino acid translocation motif (RXLR-dEER) [29,30].

Interestingly, fluorescent effector protein that reached

the rice cytoplasm moved to neighbor cells before inva-

sion by the fungus (Figure 1d), raising the possibility that

effectors prepare rice cells before fungal invasion [17��].
This putative cell-to-cell trafficking of effectors

depended on both rice cell type and on effector protein

size, suggesting that effectors might be moving symplas-

tically through plasmodesmata.

Future challenges
Half of the characterized blast AVR effector genes are not

present in the assembled M. oryzae 70-15 genome, and

gain/loss events are a major factor in AVR effector evol-

ution. Therefore, multiple Oryza field isolates must be

sequenced to fully capture the complex pathogen secre-

tome and identify more blast AVR effectors. Accelerated

gene evolution and biotrophic invasion-specific expres-

sion remain the best indicators for identifying AVR

effectors. For practical purposes, it is important to clone

the AVR effector genes that correspond to R genes avail-

able to rice breeders for the control of rice blast disease.

Understanding AVR gene composition and dynamics in

populations from diverse rice-growing regions will direct

breeders to the best R gene combinations for local disease

control.

From initial genetic analyses, it appears that AVR effector

gene evolution could result in M. oryzae host shifts leading

to emerging diseases such as wheat blast. Genome

sequencing of wheat blast strains is needed. Since

house-keeping genes appear to be conserved among

the host species-adapted populations, genome compari-

sons should immediately identify putative wheat blast

effectors. Understanding AVR effectors more broadly

within the host species-adapted populations may identify

novel R genes with utility for controlling rice and wheat

blast diseases.

Much remains to be learned about M. oryzae effector

functions during biotrophic invasion, including under-

standing host targets and R gene interactions. Apparent
www.sciencedirect.com
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functional redundancy of effectors provides challenges to

identifying virulence functions. Double and triple knock-

out mutants may help in detecting virulence phenotypes.

High-throughput secretion studies will divide BAS

proteins into localization categories (BAS1 effector type,

BAS2 wall crossing type, and BAS4 matrix protein type),

which should be useful to guide further mutant analyses.

Robust assays are now available for understanding effec-

tor secretion, translocation, and cell-to-cell trafficking

[17��]. Identifying and mutating motifs necessary for

BIC accumulation will determine if BICs have a role in

effector translocation as hypothesized. Identification of

nucleotide or amino acid sequence motifs that are critical

for effector secretion, translocation, or cell-to-cell move-

ment would perhaps provide a bioinformatic tool for ab
initio identification of blast effectors.
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